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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Percy Bysshe Shelley (1792 -
1822) was one of the major English Romantic poets, and is regarded by some as among the finest
lyric, as well as epic, poets in the English language. A radical in his poetry as well as in his political
and social views, Shelley did not see fame during his lifetime, but recognition for his poetry grew
steadily following his death. Shelley was a key member of a close circle of visionary poets and
writers that included Lord Byron; Leigh Hunt; Thomas Love Peacock; and his own second wife, Mary
Shelley, the author of Frankenstein. Shelley is perhaps best known for such classic poems as
Ozymandias, Ode to the West Wind, To a Skylark, Music, When Soft Voices Die, The Cloud and The
Masque of Anarchy. His other major works include a groundbreaking verse drama The Cenci (1819)
and long, visionary poems such as Queen Mab (later reworked as The Daemon of the World),
Alastor, The Revolt of Islam, Adonais, Prometheus Unbound (1820)-widely considered to be his
masterpiece-and his final, unfinished work The Triumph of...
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A top quality publication along with the typeface applied was exciting to read through. It can be rally interesting throgh reading through time. Your life
period will be enhance once you full reading this article book.
-- Prof. Demond McClure-- Prof. Demond McClure

Thorough guide! Its this sort of excellent read. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this publication.
-- Prof. Lela Steuber-- Prof. Lela Steuber
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